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ABSTRACT

We study the coherent IT photoproduction ou deutercns at energies around

the (3 ,3 ) resonance and d i scuss t h e . e f f e c t s o f the Feral nsotion, resca t ter ing and

fcLnematieal approximations . The r e s u l t s are very dependent -upon what lclnei!ia.tioal

approximations one adopts for the ijupuise approximation term, which dominates

up t o very large angles . Allowing for t h i s uncertainty in the kinematics , our

r e s u l t s are in good agreement v i t h the most recent experieental data.
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I . IITTBODUCTIQN

"The coherent photopreduction o? IF on the deuteron at intermediate
energies has been studied by several experimental groups . Usually in these
experiments the recoiling deuteron is detected, so the data are mainly obtained
at large momentum transfer. The regions of energy and momentum transfer explored
by the varioijs' groups only pertly overlap, but the data of the Stanford
group differ significantly from the results obtained by the other groups.
Considering the uncertainties, these others are in reasonable agreement.

Various theoretical calculations have been performed to understand this
reaction. One of the early calculations vas performed by Chappelear 20
years ago. He includes the rescattering of the produced plon and find* that
this causes a reduction of the cross—section by about a factor of tvo at «11
angles at the considered photon energies of 285 and 3**5 MeV.

Hadjiosnncu studied the effect of the deuteron D state at higher
energies (500 MeV) vhere the impulse approximation was supposed to be- Talid.
At the largest momentum transfer considered (530 MeY/c) i t was found that the
inclusion of the D state could increase the cross-section by up to kO%, depetkt-
ing somevhat upon which vave function va« used.

Quite recently, Lasard et al. alao investigated thK process,
considering the effect* of the D state, reteatterlng and also the Feml
motion of the bound oucleons. The agreement betvees their theory and tbe
experimental results of Befs.2,3 and '* is -very encouraging, the lspertant. new
ingredient added to the theory being the Fend notion. TSiese r»ult* h e n
encouraged us to study this reaction in the light of the theory at T+-
scattering vbich ve developed in our previous paper .

For & theoretical description of this process at photoc energies In
the region 250-iiOO MeV, the above-mentioned eorrectiona to the aos* uftlve
iapulse approximation are all very important. This has it» origin In the
resonant structure of the elementary amplitudes and the fact that the manentua
transfer is large, lit addition, we vant to demonstrate la thla paper that
the result is -miy sensitive to the kinematic*l apprcudastiona adopted.

8)Compared with the irork of L&zard et al. , tbe present study differs mainly
in the sicematics and in the treatment of the rescattering.

la Sec.II ve shall discuss the kineaotical approximations used. In
Sec.Ill ve give the impulse approximation results, including the deuteron
D state and the Fermi action, and io Sec.IV ve give the correction due to tbe
rescattering of the pion. Finally, in Sec.Vtre present numerical results
compared vith the dats and drav some conclusions.



II. KHRMA.TICS
the

In the Impulse approximation/conversion of the photon to a pion takes

place on a single nucleon. There are,in general, kineaatical ambiguities

associated vith this approximation. In the present case they are important

since we consider pions produced at large angles, where large recoil energies

are involved. We shall discuss this= below.

We consider a pion produced at a given angle 6 in the yd c.n.

system. Suppose this takes place on a nucleon which is considered free and

at rest in the deuteron rest system, i.e. it has a momentum -k/2 in the yi

c m . freuse, k being the photon momentum in that frame. Then the momentum

of the produced pion, as given by bimple kinematics, is too small compared

with the real situation Where the deuteron is recoiling as a vhole.

The photon-deuteron kinematics can be simulated, in the impulse approx-

imation, if we let the struck nucleon have an additional momentum p

directed against the photon momentum. This makes the target nucleon

kinematically "harder", i.e. it takes less recoil energy to convert the

photon to a pion. It also produces a shift in the photon-micleon c m . energy

v , which is a very important effect, due to the resonant structure of the

yM •* UN amplitudes. Further, this nucleon momentum leads to a change in the

production angle 8* in the M? c m . system. This last effect is important

at large angles.

ffhe additional momentum p will depend upon the momentum transfer,

and we determine it as follows. Let k' be the pion momentum, q = k - k1 be

the momentum transfer, and the masses of the pion, nucleon and deuteron be

denoted by u , m and M, respectively. Treating the deuteron and nueleons

non-relativistically, the energy balance in the case of a deuteron target

reads:

(2.3)

k + ^7
kJ

2M (2.1)

whereas for a nucleon target with momentum -k/2 + p we obtain

(S/2 -
2m

Neglecting the deuteron binding energy and comparing these two equations, we

obtain

-3-

vhere we write for the longitudinal momentum transfer.

We would like to stress that this relation is sijnply a consequence of

the requirement that the pion momentum be the same in the tvo cases.

As far as the yH c m . energy is concerned, this additional.

nucleon momentum is equivalent to a shift in the incident energy. The invariant

energy variable cf the photon-nucleon system for the case of a nucleon

momentum -k/2 + p is given by

s = m 2 + 2k + P N + k/22*j ,

where Ej,(p} = (m + p ) ' . Shifting the photon energy to

k « k + ik ,

the invariant energy variable becomes

s = a 2 + 2k

(2.1*)

(2.5)

C2.fi)

Comparing (2.1+) and (2.6), the shift ik can be determined. To lowest order

in p_/m and k/n we find

(2.T)

However, as far as the production angle 6* in the yS c m . frame is

concerned (for a given angle 6 in the Y& =•"•>• frame), there is,in principle,

a difference between a shift in the nueleon momentum and a shift io the

photon oomentum. This is so because the velocity of the yH c m . frame

vith respect to the yi frame will tie different in the two cases. For

numerical purposes, this distinction is unimportant as long as ik « k ,

and for definiteness we simply shift the incident energy by an amount given

by Eqs.(2.7) and (2.3).

To illustrate the order of magnitude involved, let us consider a

specific example. Take t ^ ^ 320 MeV and the ^d c m . production angle

°to be 90° Then we obtain *• 91 MeV/o and 353 MeV. This

1 W



will obviously cause a significant change in the production amplitude,
which is resonating at k. — 320 MeV, vith. a. half-width of the order of

50-60 JteV.

In the second-order terms, the production takes place on one nueleon,

and the plon scatters on the other. The discussed effect is then much less

serious »s the momentian transfer In that case is shared 'between the two

micleons.

I I I . THE IMPULSE APPROXIMATIOIf

The differential cross-section for coherent ir photoproduction by

unpolarized photons on deuterons in the Yd cm, frame can be written as

{compare Eadjioannou I

£
(3.1)

The photon and pion momenta are denoted by If and IT' , respectively, E
CL

and E , denote in i t i a l and final state deuteron energies and E_ and E ,
analogously denote nucleon energies. The total photon-deuteron cm. energy
denoted by W , whereas w is the to ta l photon-nucleon c.m. energy.

The appropriate average of the matrix elements over photon
polarization e (bar denotes average) and deuteron spin projections M
and M. , is

f - i l l ( 3 .2 )

where in the impulse approximation we write

T f
(3.3)

with q being the momentum transfer, and r the separation of the tvo

nucleons.

-5-

The production amplitudes f and f"̂  refer to the photon-nusleon

cm. Bystem. We vr i te them as

t*71 - L + io-t , (3,k)

where subscripts denoting nucleon isospin are suppressed. They are normalized
vtth respect to the cross-eection In the photon-nucleon c.m. system aa
follows: .

(3.5)

Stars denote yN c .m. quantities. The aniplltudos L and K are expanded in

terms of multipoles and kinenatlcal quantities of the yj? c.m. system as la

Ref.9.

In the case of no Fermi notion, we evaluate the matrix elements (3.2)

in r space, obtaining

f-)i

Here ve have written the vector K (5) io spherical components and use

tensor couplings as defined by Brink and Satchler . For transparency we

have suppressed the arguments of the form factors, which are q. A . Before

defining the form factors, we also write out the averag* JQ.j as

• *



The superscript {+} indicates that we take the symmetric combination of

isospin 1/2 and 3/2 production amplitudes,

and analogously for K . The form factors are given by

(3 .8 )

- =

T; = Gr

4 -7 4 /%

The basic form factors 7 6 and 0 are defined as

(3.9)

C3.10)

vhere f and g refer to either of the S and D radial wave functions u and

v, which are normalized 1^ the condition

j dr C3.Hl

To study the Influence of the Fermi motion, we -write the cross-section

k i
SO. )y

£
C3.121

- 7 -

where is written in momentum Bpace as

(3.13)

The production amplitudes t^" exe again the yN c m . amplitudes of Eqs.C3.lt)

and (3-5). Here we shall ignore the deuteron D state, so the momentum space

vave function can be written as

(3.11*)

•where

utp) = I r JQ(.pr) u(r) dr . (3.15)

Obviously, since here we neglect the D s ta te , the S state ware function u
must be renonnelized.

In order to evaluate the amplitudes L and £ in this case, ve need

the photon and pion momenta in the p-dependent yS c.». system. These are
111

written in terms of the yd cm, quantities as (compare Hagedora )

{•• = P + ̂  (k/2 + p) ,
where

(3.16)

(k p)/[v(k

(3.17)

-8-



(S/2 -

(3.18)

12)The photon polarization in this iTame is evaluated following Finjord

We decompose the unit vector e into one component Ej_ ,vhich is perpendicular

to the plane through p and k , and one component EI( ,vhich lies, in this

plane. Since the direction of the desired Lorentz transformation will lie

in this plane, the perpendicular component will be conserved, -

el = ex . (3.19)

By transversality of the photon polarization, the component in the plane is

given by

£ x k

The choice between "up" and "down" for e* is decided by conservation of

helicity,

ejj {3.21}

The correction due to the Fermi motion is evaluated ty calculating

expression(3.13) as it stands, compared with vhat ve obtain when amplitudes

and kinematics! factors in (3.13) are taken at p = 0 .

IV- HESCATTESIMG C0RSECTI0M5

To calculate the reseattering corrections, we follow the formalism

developed in Ref.9. In this approximation the production and scattering

amplitudes are taken at their on-shell values and ve take the Freenel

propagator for the intermediate pion, i.e.

-9-

Here p is the EDmentum of the intermediate plan (which need not be the

as that ia the final state, denoted ty- k') and £' = { ^ , ̂ ,1 is the

momentum t r an s f e r in the production s t e p .

We wr i te <M f |T |M 1 > in Eq,(3.2) as theimpTjlse approximation term

( i ) plus a cor rec t ion term ( c ) ,

<Mf|T|M1> = <

The correction term is given by

i« t> + <Mf|T
(o)|M i>

d 2 f c

The momentran t r a n s f e r i n the s c a t t e r i n g s tep I F denoted by q" = {qx ,

and

with the condition q.(| + q., = q.^ . Further, f is the pion-nucleon

scattering amplitude. The isospin structure is not written out, ve shall

discuss i t l a te r .

Using r = - r = r/2 , and defining p. by the equationsp n J.

estpresslon (1+.3> can be wr i t t en as

<MtIT"|H,>-

-10-



t .6}

•where A = q., - ql! and £-

Here, .we shall ta&e the deuteron wave function to be pure 3 wave, Due
to the spin dependence of the elementary amplitudes, this leads to a considerable
simplification. In the rescat+.ering term the inomentum transfer is 'roughly
equally shared between the two nucleons, and hence we expect the relat ive.
Importance of the D state to be given by the relative importance of the D-state
form factors evaluated at half the overall momentum transfer. The correction
to our second-order amplitude due to the D state should thus only be of the
order of 10-15J, even at.the highest momentum transfers considered ( <«• 500 MeV/c).

Representing the 6-function as

at

£r f iaz

ve obtain

J l-i£

To proceed,ve»aie the wide-nucleus approximation, i . e . ve put p = 0 in the
production and scattering .amplitudes. The integrals in (U.8) are then
t r iv ia l ly performed. To vri te out the resul t , ve define

(lt.9)

-11-

In the limit i + 0, this quanttfey becomes identical to the average of the

squared inverse nucleon separation in the deuteron, which 1B usually encountered

in the deuteron rescattering term.

The correction term can then be written as

[ -

* J }

vhere also the pion scattering amplitude is written in the form (3.M, and vbere

Snuaring Ci.2) ve find, using (3.2), (3.6), (3.7) and (U.10],

|d| = expression (3.7)

-12-



, £ j>
Agaln the arguaents of the form factors are q A and, except vhere explicitly

written out, the arguments of L end K are Q1 and Q" for production and

scattering amplitudes, respecti-vely.

Summation over the nucleon isospin gives just twice the

amplitude

a,6 ¥ a •

if we ignore charge exchange, and

L™ - 2
(U.13)

2(LYlrC+)

Lwhen we include it. Here L ia the iaoepin odd amplitude,

21 Ihe summation over isospin of course gives analogous results for K-K and

mixed terms.

C

•+ J-j (i (lni"

-iCC-1")($""•$"•)}] .
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V. COMPARISON WITH HAIA AUH COHCLUBIOHS

For a comparison with the experimental data,we have chosen the

following description of the deuteron and the elementary amplitudes.

For the deuteron wave function we use the expansion of Smith and

Wilkin ' , vhich is essentially a fit in momentum space to the Gartenhaua

wave function.

For the production amplitude multipoles,we take the values given recently
lh)

"by Berends and Bonnachie . The non-apin-fllp rN amplitude Is reconstructed

from the phase shifts of Aluehed and Lovelace , using s, p and d waves,

and for the spin-dependent irJT amplitude we take the structure and parameters

given in Ref.9.

Double charge exchange is taken into account only in an approximate

way. Instead of using the amplitude combination (U.lU), we assume that the

I = 3/2 channel dominates, in which case expression (U.lU) is 25% smaller

than (4.13). However, for the dominant isosymmetrie terms we also include

the I = 1/2 contributions.-

-lit-



In FigB.l-!+ ve present our results for the differential cross-section

in the overall c m . system, at photon lab. energies 280, 320, 360 and 1*00 MeV.

In order to display the various effects, ve show at each energy the following

approximations;

i) The impulse approximation results, with deuteron D state, without

Femi motion and vith the energy shift described in Sec.II;

ii) As (i) with Fermi motion included;

iii) As (ii) with rescattering corrections included;

iv) As (iii) except there is no energy shift.

The Fenni motion is see.i to result in a. significant correction over the

whole range of energies and momentum transfers considered, changing sign

around E = 350 MeV. The rescattering correction is of course most important

vhen the momentum transfer Is large.and when simultaneously the pion energy

is close to that of the (3,3) resonance. It is negative, except at extremely

large angles.

9)
In contrast to the rescattering on spin-zero nuclei , the spin-

dependent part of the pion-nucleon elastic scattering amplitude here is rather
unimportant. In that case, the large spin-dependent production amplitude can
only come into play when the spin of another nucleon is flipped in the re-
scattering of the pion. For production on deuterium at the considered energies
and momentum transfers, the terms which involve spin flip in the re3cattering
are at most 10? of the impulse approximation result.

The final results are seen to be very sensitive to the kinematical
assumptions adopted, compare curves (a) and (b). This i s caused by a
combination of two factors. Large momentum transfers lead to large uncertainties
in the energy of the yTS subsystem. Together vith strongly energy-dependent
elementary amplitudes, this leads to a large uncertainty in the impulse
approximation amplitude. The analogous problem in the case of elastic . TTd

16), and more recently byscattering has been discussed by Ferreira et al.
17)

Woloshyn et al. , vho also find a large sensitivity to the kinematical

assumptions. As compared vith ltd elastic scattering at similar pion energies,

there is more momentum transfer in the case of production, and consequently

the uncertainty in energy becomes even larger.

D-5)The most recent experimental data is also plotted in the figures. The

l) *4)

Stanford and Orsay data. correspond to energies slightly different from

those of our calculations, viiereas the small-angle Bonn data is obtained

by interpolating between their measured energies. Except for the Stanford

data , the experimental points fall mainly between the results of our tvo

kinematical approximations.

-15-

As regards the deuteron D state, ve find that the Impulse approximation
result is changed by from -19lf in the forward direction to +55% at the largest
momentum transfers, when our 6.7% D state is included. This comparison is
made with a renormalized spherical form factor.. The decrease in the forward
direction comes about since this cross-section is determined by the magnetic,
not the spherical, form factor. The reseattering corrections (negative) in-
crease in absolute value by up to 20< vhen the D state Is included. It is

somewhat accidental that the D state iB not more Important in the reseattering
not

terms, which are linear and̂  quadratic in the D Btate form factors. There
are rather large cancellations between various contributions, in particular when
the photons are polarized parallel to the produetion;plane. The rescattertBS
corrections may then become positive in the interference region, and as large
as 2.0%, as compares vith the impulse approximation cross-section.

With this large sensitivity to the klnematieal approximations adopted,
we should like to conclude vith the suggestion that a three-body calculation
be performed for this process. And, for a more detailed understanding
of the process, i t would be nice i f one could separate the effect of (i) perform^
ing the three-body kinematics properly from (Ii) the higher-order scattering.

18)A Faddeev-type calculation has already been performed by Senyushkin ,
but he solves the equations in the slov-nucleon approximation, which ve feel
does not do Justice to the actual kinematieal situation. He flnta that at
351 MeV the rescatterlng correction Is negative, in agreement with l*s«u:d
et al. and the present work. Hovever, at £85 MeV he finds the rescattering
correction to be positive at all momentum transfers, in clear disagreement
vith the data and other calculations.
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. 1

Differential cross-section for coherent it photciproductlan
on deuterons at photon lab. energy 280 MeV. The dashed curve
gives tlse impulse approximation result , the dot-dashed qurve.
includes the Fermi Motion, whereas the full-drawn curve
narked (a) also includes the reecattering. All these
cuirves correspond to the Hinematioal approximation discussed
in Sec.II. The full-drawn curve marked (h) also Includes
the Fermi motion and the reseattering, tut i s obtained with-
out the energy shift . Experimental points are froffl the
following sources: <§ Ref.l; £ Ref,2; ^ Kef.3;
J Ref.i; jRef.5.
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